Customer
Story
Martyn started racing in the Motor Club
while at university in 1979. He took part
in navigation rallies and developed a
passion for rally cars. By 1984, Martyn
owned his own motorsport company,
which built and maintained rally cars.
He did this for 5 years before joining
Prodrive. In his role, he worked with the
Subaru rally team, travelling around the
world. Some of the places he visited
include: Argentina, Russia, Kenya,
Poland, Canada, and the US.
Martyn has numerous cars including a
1997 Subaru Impreza of late Colin
McRae. He also owns another Colin
McRae car – a 1995 Subaru along with
a 1965 Austin A40 and an Opel
Commodore GSE, an executive car built
by Opel from 1967 to 1982. By far his
favorite though is his 1997 Subaru
Impreza, which he will rally regularly.
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Name : Martyn
Spurrell
Type of race car:
Subaru Impreza WRC
Preferred Enclosed
Trailer: Turatello F26

been into Motorsport all my life and I towed all kinds of
“ I’ve
enclosed trailers, but Turatello are by far the best choice
because of the insulated panels and the clever hydraulic
Timeless Italian design with an innovative
system.
As part of his business i.e. transport for chassis for a more stable towing experience.

”

At the Autosport International in
January 2015, Martyn bought the first
Turatello UK Trailer – the F26. He has
since bought a second Turatello trailer
after selling his first one to one of his
customers.

exotic racing, Martyn has towed
practically every trailer
on the market and admits that nothing
beats Turatello. Here are some of the
benefits that Martyn
mentioned when discussing Turatello
Trailers:

>> CONTINUED BELOW

Turatello F26 Advantages
INSULATION



Insulated – he doesn’t need to worry about condensation

ACCESSABILITY

 Easy to use as the trailer goes down very low (hydraulics)
Side doors on the left and right so it doesn’t matter which hand-drive it is
 Very strong build and immaculate interior


INNOVATION

 Solar panels ensure that battery life is not an issue

In the last 18 months alone, he reckons that he has done over 20,000
miles of towing! He has now ordered another Turatello Trailer ahead of
the Autosport International in January 2018.
Congratulations in advance to Martyn on his third F26 Turatello Trailer
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